500-200-2X2 SPECIFICATIONS:

MOUNTING INFORMATION

• DECK PLATE MOUNTING DIMENSIONS:
  • DECK PLATE TO VESSEL: EIGHT 3/8" DIA. BOLTS ON 11" DIA. BOLT CIRCLE
  • DECK PLATE TO PEDESTAL: EIGHT 5/16-18 FLAT, SOCKET HEAD BOLTS ON 11" BOLT CIRCLE

SEAT FEATURES

• TOTAL OF 7" FORE-AFT ADJUSTMENT
• TOTAL OF 8" HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
• FULLY RECLINABLE BACKREST UP TO 35 DEGREES
• FOLDING FOOTREST/ARM RESTS (LOCKING FEATURE ON ARM RESTS)
• 360 DEGREE ADJUSTABLE SWIVEL PEDESTAL

NOTE: DRAWING IS SHOWN WITH A MEDIUM (-2) PEDESTAL.